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工 believe I can best serve this Board by explaining 
which were used by the experts in their various reports• 

The Director-General has already presented to you some of the reasons for 
including research in the applications of communications science together with 
epidemiology witíitin WHO. A fuller justifioation may be found in Щ57/11 
"Extension of WHO Activities in Research" and in the reports of meetings of 
scientific advisers on work in communications Science prepared for the thirty-
fifth meeting of the Executive Boards EB35/13 • 

I should like to begin by quoting from the proceedings of a conference, held 
by the Medical Research Council for the United Kingdom in association with the 
Health Departments, in Oxford, 21 July 1964, Its title is "Mathematics and 
Computer Science in Biology and Medicine". This report has forewords written 
by Sir Harold Himsworth and by Sir George Godber which 工 should like 
since I think they are1 quite relevant to our topic this afternoon, 
from Sir Harold: * 

"At first sight an attempt to promote a rapprochement between 
mathematicians and computologists on the one hand, the medical men 
and biologists on the other, may seem something of an innovation: 
traditionally they are apt to be thought of as belonging to different, 
almost incompatible, philosophies. Nothing, in my opinion, could be 
more mistaken. Throughout their history, medicine and biology have 
operated in the context of number. Both take their start in observation 
of patterns; and the basis of any pattern is association•“ 

some, of the special tërms 

to quote, 
I quote first 



Further on Sir Harold writes: 

"Medical biologists, mathematicians, physicists and с omput ol og i s t s may-
have more of their outlook in common than we suspect• But they do 
speak different dialects and they do have different points of view. 
This is no new problem for a mult id i se i pi inar y subject like medical 
research. If it is to be solved and the evident necessity for 
co-operation realized, one thing is essential : we must learn each 
other1 s language and understand each other's point of view. The 
biologists and medical men have much to learn from the mathematicians 
and the computer scientists; but equally the latter have much to learn 
from medical and biological workers. Neither is in a position to presume 
what is good for the other 

Sir George touches on another aspect. I quote : 

"in November 196) a small group, including a consultant physician from 
the Department of Clinical Measurement of one of the teaching hospitals 
and a representative of the Medical Research Council, made a visit to the 
United States to obtain first-hand knowledge of developments there and to 
gain some insight into the future potentialities of computer techniques. 
It is significant that after its return the group ;specially emphasized 
the value and importance of the interdisciplinary contacts that were an 
outstanding feature of those centres which were making real progress. 
The group noticed that computer science and its applications were very-
much the province of the young. Шлу studies and investigations which 
only a few years ago we could not have contemplated are now a practical 
proposition, and we must adjust our mental processes as well as we can 
to take account of this new situation; clearly those of younger years 
have a certain advantage in this respect 

Thus 工 see four points being made in these forewords : 

1. That medicine and biology are concerned with the observation of patterns which 
in principle can be made precise only with the help of mathematics. 

2. That computers and computer science can open up an entirely new way of studying 
health problems. 

That this is primarily a young mail's game which breaks away from the traditional 
philosophies of health research. 

Finally, that there is a language barrier between the communications scientists 
on the one side and the physicians, biologists and health administrators on the other 
a barrier which must be breached if these new techniques are to work together with 
medical science (and they must work together) for the betterment of the health of 
people. 
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I feel that 工 can best serve this meeting by helping to overcome this language^ 

barrier in so far as 工 can. : ir ' 

COMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE 
First of all let me explain what we mean by "communications science". 

Historically, communications science began with the study of the ways in which 
electrical signals are transmitted from place to place, the telegraph, radio and"'"'"‘"‘ 
television; but an electrocardiogram is also an electrical signal. It can be 
measured by the medical scientist. It, too, carries information from the patient1 s 
heart to the measuring instrument. However, the information it carries must be 
studied by methods of both communications science and cardiovascular physiology. 

The senses of organisms send electrical signals to the brain, and electrical 
signals communicate from the brain to the muscles. Here, too, the methods of 
communications science are essential but they must be applied in conjunction With 
neurophysiology and neuroanatomy. 

As communications science developed it gradually became clear that the same 
mathematical principles could be applied to phenomena that were not necessarily 
electrical. Now we know that the transmission of information in whatever physical 
form it may be, in the form of numbers, in statistical tables, in books, in speech, 
can be studied by similar methods. However, there is a very serious difficulty; 
the things we wish to study are very complicated and the calculations are enormously 
long - so that even if the methods were available, human life is too short to apply 
them. Fortunatelyf computer technology developed at the same time and has made a 
realistic attack on these problems possible. 

Thus it is that the principal ingredients in communications science are applied 
mathematics and computer methods. It may also be helpful to point out that the term 
"cyberneticsn is occasionally used in Western Europe and more frequently in Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union tú mean something very close to t^e term I have used, 
namely "communications science".• In. Prance, :a term which has come into use in 
recent years is ”informatique". : -、， 
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MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

In paragraph 2.1 of EB37/11, reference is made to the phrase "mathematical 
models". The applied mathematician uses this term to describe his process of 
thought when he tries to translate a real world problem into symbols and numbers. 

For example, a model of the relation between insect vector, parasite and human 
population may be very useful in health planning• In order to make a realistic model 
one would need to know a great number of biological, medical and sociological facts. 
What is the life-cycle of the parasite, of the mosquito? How many times does a 

- » ' , . . . 

mosquito feed? Which members of the human population are susceptible, and for how 
long? If they are infected, what is the likelihood that they will pass the infective 
agent on to the next mosquito that bites them? 

. . 、 ， . _ . . 

These and many other such questions can be written in the mathematics of 
probability theory. They are interconnected in the mathematical model and the model 
will have certain consequences. First of all it will point out what new facts must 
be collected in order to improve prediction; perhaps information on population 
density, prevailing winds, or the likely number of parasites to be found in an 
infected mosquito. If the model is a good one it may be able to predict the 
consequences of certain health actions： for example, what effect will follow from 
certain strategies of insect eradication. 

• ‘ .. . .... .. 
A realistic model for such an epidemiological problem is very intricate but the 

power of such models may be illustrated by a simpler example. Some years ago it was 
discovered that the males of certain insects can be attracted by a musical tone and 
captured. Then, of course, they can be killed. However, it was observed that they 
could be sterilized by radiation without killing them, A model was made including 
such features as the efficiency of capture, the density of the female insect population 

..... • • ' ... ‘ . •.‘ the distance such an insect would travel in ordér tó mate，etc. Of course, the key-
fact is that a dead male is out of the picture but a live, sterile one will compete 
with the uncaptured fertile males for the favours of the female• She does not know 

•”• • . ： . ....•• • “ ... •... 
the difference and the result is a smaller number of fertilized eggs for the next 
generation. The model showed quantitatively that the sterilization treatment is 
vastly more efficient than killing the males, so much so that it pays to raise large 
populations of the insect in the laboratory so as to increase the sterile male 
populations even more. 



OPERATIONS RESEARCH 

Another term used in the experts1 reports is "operations research". Operations 
research, in the 15 to 20 years of its existence as a mathematical technique, has 
caused major changes in the military and industrial planning of the developed countries. 
Yet it can be particularly valuable for； the developing countries because its goal is to 
find the most beneficial way to apply limited resources of men and money. It begins 
with the notion that resources are limited, there is so much money available, there is 
a certain number of specialists and workers of various kinds, only a certain number of 
new personnel can be recruited and training them takes some specific length of time. 
Further, there is only a fixed amount of equipment and. raw materials. Secondly, 
operations research requires that the relative logs:Qf different procedures be 
estimated. For example, an untreated case of mal:nutPition may represent a greater 
loss to a country than an untreated case of malaria ; Or to put it more constructively, 
treating disease A will carry more benefits than treating disease B. A crucial part 
of the analysis will be to calculate the relative economic cost for the same amount of 
health benefit when there are alternative plans to be considered. A specific example 
might be the following. In some locality it may be important to the health adminis-
tration to carry on a campaign against tuberculosis. - The alternatives may be to 
immunize wholesale with BCG or to find, isolate and treat tuberculosis carriers. The 
operations research specialist would include in his analysis such questions as the 
cost per inoculation, the cost of finding the carriers (it will cost very much more to 
find, let us say, 90 per cent, of the carriers as opposed to 75 per cent.； the last 
few percentage points may involve astronomical costs)； he will use estimates of the 
needed manpower and the training required, the length of time teams would need to cover 
the district, etc. Depending on the specific facts which exist in a particular 
district or country, the operations research analysis would predict the costs and time 
schedules of the alternatives and their likely health effects. 

工 should make clear that obviously in any health problem there are factors which 
are not easy or even possible to put into such a mathematical picture, and the healtK 
administrator will need to weigh these factors. Stil.1, operations research may 
provide a firm base of quantitative analysis for many aspects of the ultimate plan 
of attack. 



DATA HANDLING 

Another activity of communications science is "data handling"• This term is 
applied to the procedures for handling the very large volumes of data that are needed 
for health research. Here a computer is an essential tool. However, the existence 
of the computer is by no means enough. If the results are to be useful, a good 
deal of effort and thought must first be made by people. To illustrate from my own 
experience； I have been collaborating with scientists in preventive medicine at the 
Harvard Medical School on a study of the quality of medical care in cases of pelvic 
surgery. The data are 10 000 hospital records of surgery. The computer needs only 
a fraction of a second per case to provide us with the analysis, but prior to its use, 
a number of gynaecologists, epidemiologists, two programmers and myself worked over 
a period of many months in preparing the study - in standardizing nomenclature and 
criteria, in settling on the logical structure of the correct diagnoses, in deciding 
on the factors which would tell us something about the quality of the surgeon1 s 
performance, and in programming the computer in an efficient way. (I might comment 
that our first programmer is now a Professor of Electrical Engineering in the 
University of California at Berkeley. He is about 27 years old. So you see 
Sir George is right when he refers to the youth of the computer scientists.) 

One further word should be said about computers. We can distinguish two kinds 
of uses: the numerical on the one hand, and the symbolic or logical on the other• 

Statistical studies are a typical numerical use of computers and of course they 
play a very important role in health science and planning. 

While the computer's ability to manipulate numbers is clearly important, it is 
its other capability which has captured the imagination of health scientists who are 
trying to deal with non-numerical information. 

The process of medical diagnosis is a logical one and the computer is ideally 
suited to follow out logical operations even when they are of great complexity. 
The study of tĥ e quality of medical care which I mentioned earlier depends mainly 
on this capability of computers. 
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Looking for information in a library is another logical process. In EB37/11 
we have referred to this process as "content analysis of written documents". The 
techniques are quite complicated but the basic idea is fairly simple• Every 
scientist or adminstrator continually needs to look for certain information, certain 
facts that are to be found in written documents. The information specialist tries 
to organize and arrange the material in such a way that the relevant facts can be 
found efficiently and rapidly. A computer can look words up in indexes, can find 
entries in tables, can ask, for example: "Is there a paper dealing with the relation 
of diabetes to level of nutrition? If so, has it been referred to in recent studies 
of diabetes screening programmes?"• 

Much work is being done on this subject in developed countries, principally the 
United states and Soviet Union. Some results can be applied to WHO1s problem but 
much more research is required to adapt these techniques to global health information. 

To sum up, the communications science specialist has skills which until now have 
not been represented in WHO, He can be useful to world health problems when he 
develops or adapts his tools to the needs of the health problems. 


